
Writing for Dramatic Depth

Comprehension – Creativity - Communication



Writing monologues that have dramatic depth.

• This week you will begin a series of lessons in which I would like you to 
write some selected short monologues, following specific prompts, in 
order to maximise your creativity and add dramatic depth to your 
ideas.

• On the following slide there is a picture called:

“Do not mutilate the tree!”

• This will be your first stimulus.

• Spend a couple of minutes studying the details of the image and then 
follow the instructions on the slides that follow it.





Task one:

• Before you begin to write any form of drama, it is very useful to 
answer some basic questions to help generate and brainstorm 
your initial ideas of the stimulus material.

• On the next slide are 10 ‘warm-up questions’ that I would like you 
to answer in order to begin your creative journey.  There are no 
right or wrong answers to them! 

• You do not have to submit your answers to these question to me.  
They are purely to help you generate ideas.  I would advise that 
you record your answers for yourself to help structure the task 
that follows however, you do not have to if you do not wish to.



WARM-UP QUESTIONS

• 1. Where was this picture taken? 

• 2. What kind of tree is it? How old is it? 

• 3. What do you think of the fence in the background? Why was that type of 
fence chosen? 

• 4. What events have taken place under this tree? 

• 5. Who has hid in this tree? What were they hiding from? 

• 6. To whom does the tree belong? 

• 7. The sign on the tree says, “Do not mutilate or cut tree.” Who put it there 
and why? 

• 8. Is there anything carved into the tree? 

• 9. What does the tree think about having a sign nailed into its trunk? 

• 10. Who took this picture and why?



Automatic Writing

•Automatic writing is an technique that motivates us and 
helps us to get words on the page without self-criticism 
or judgement. 

• The idea is to give yourself a time period (2 minutes) and 
write about the stimulus for the entire time without 
stopping. If you get stuck, you write about being stuck. 
If you don’t like the picture, you write about that. 
Whatever is floating around your mind – get it down on 
paper.



Automatic Writing Exercise

• Automatic write about this picture for two minutes. 

• What comes into your mind when you look at the picture? 
Look at it from top to bottom, left to right. Look at the 
lettering on the sign, the wire fence behind. Keep writing 
for the entire time.

• Again, you do not need to submit this to me.  This is for your 
creative benefit only.



Main task

• Using all of the information, ideas and writing that you have generated 
so far: 

Write a monologue from the perspective of the tree. (Imagine the 
tree can speak and write in the first person as if you are the tree)

• Give the tree a specific emotional response in the monologue. Is the 
tree sad? Angry? Happy to have been alive so long? Mad at the sign? 
What kind of things has it seen or witnessed?

• This is the piece of work that I would like submitted in the usual 
way, emailed to me on the school email.



Good Luck!

I am looking forward to reading your ideas.


